Let K he a compact subset of the complex plane C and let p he a point of K°, the interior of K. Let i?(7C) be the uniform closure on K of the rational functions with poles off K and let Mp he the set of all positive measures X on dK, the topological boundary of K, with the property that fdn$d\=$(p) for all <& in i?(7£). (Such a measure is called a representing measure for evaluation at p.) In an effort to cast some light on the problem of putting analytic structure in the maximal ideal space of a function algebra, Bishop has conjectured in [l, problem 8, p. 347] that Mp is compact in the norm topology as a subset of the space measures on dK. Theorem 1 of this paper shows that this is indeed the case for many compact sets; however, Theorem 2 gives some necessary conditions that Mp he norm-compact and consequently provides a number of counterexamples to Bishop's conjecture.
If the compact set has only a finite number of components in its complement, then Mp is norm-compact. This follows immediately from the fact that the linear span of the real measures that annihilate RiK) is finite-dimensional.
(This is a consequence of a classical theorem of Walsh [6, p. 518] .) However, when K has infinitely many complementary components this argument is no longer valid, for both Mp and the space of real annihilating measures may contain infinitely many linearly independent elements. For example, let K be the set obtained by deleting from the closed unit disc a sequence {Ci} of open subdiscs with disjoint closures whose centers lie on the positive real axis and increase to 1 and whose radii decrease to 0. Let p. he harmonic measure on dK for p and let fi he the element of LxidK, p) such that for each g in L1idK, u), faKgfidp. is the period about d of the harmonic conjugate of the harmonic extension of g to K°. It is easily seen that/i,/2, • • • are linearly independent and consequently that the representing measures X,= (1 -(/t-/e ,-))/* are linearly independent, where c,= ||/.-[U-Nevertheless, Mp is normcompact for this and other compact sets. In order to prove this we must make an assumption about two subsets of dK; these two subsets are defined below.
Let K he compact and let Co, G, • • • be the components of C-K. For each integer n, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , let Fn consist of those points of dCn which lie in dC, for some i^n or are limit points of such points; that is, F" = dCn r\Jk -dCn; let F = U^°_0F". Fis one of the subsets of interest. The other is the set E of all points in dK which do not lie in dCn for any ra; that is, E=dK-U^0dCn.
Fundamental
to the proof of Theorem 1 is this lemma. Lemma 1. Let K be a compact subset of C with complementary components Co, Cx, ■ ■ • , and let E and F be the subsets of dK defined above. Suppose that \(£UF) =0 for all X in Mp. Then given e>0, there is an integer N depending only on e such that for each X in Mp, the total variation ofX over dC0W • • • UdCV exceeds 1-e.
Proof. Mp is a subset of the unit sphere in the space of measures on dK and is compact in the weak-star topology. For each integer ra, Proof. Let {X"} be a sequence in Mp; we will show that some subsequence forms a Cauchy sequence in the norm topology. Since the space of measures is complete and Mp is norm-closed, this will establish the theorem. As the first step in the proof, we show that the total variation of SyA-X over dK may be made arbitrarily small for large values of j, simultaneously for all X in ilfp. (We consider s,\ to be a measure on dK by making it zero on dK-dKj.)
If gECidK) and gy is the restriction of g to dKj, then we have by (*). /ax^fcX) =f3Kigd\+faK-9Kjijd\. Hence,
However, the last term is small when j is large independent of X in Mp by Lemma 1. Consequently, the total variation of syX-X over dK may be made arbitrarily small simultaneously for all X in Mp by choosing 7 large enough.
Let us now consider the given sequence {Xn} in Mp. {sikn}n-i forms an infinite subset of Mi (possibly it contains only a finite number of distinct elements of Mi; this will not affect the argument) and hence there is an element 81 of Mi and a subsequence {siXnJj" 1 such that {iiXnJ converges in norm on dKi to 5i as i->oo. Consider now only the subsequence {Xni}t" 1; {^Xnjjlj forms an infinite subset of M2 and hence some subsequence of {s2Xni}4" x converges in norm on dKi to an element 52 of M2. Some further subsequence converges in norm on dK3 to an element o3 of Ms. Continuing this process and then extracting a diagonal sequence yields a subsequence of the original sequence, which we will again denote by {Xn}, such that for each fixed j, SjXn converges in norm on dKj to 5y as n-* 00. Now we have ||X» -Xm|| g ||Xn -SjXn\\ + \\SjXn -5j-|Ja^Cj + \\8j-syXmll^. + ||syXm -Xm||.
Given e> 0, the first and fourth terms are each smaller than e/4 when j is large, independent of n and m by the first part of the proof. For fixed j, the second and third terms may each be made smaller than e/4 by choosing n and m to be large, by the preceding paragraph of the proof. Hence, ||X"-Xm|| <e when n and m are large, as desired.
|Corollary.
Let K satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and letpEK". Let AiK) be the algebra of functions continuous on K and analytic on K". Then the set of measures on dK representing evaluation at p on A iK) is norm-compact.
Proof. These measures form a (norm)-closed subset of Mp since R(K) lies inside A(K). Q.E.D.
The set E in dK that does not lie in the boundary of any of the complementary components seems to play an important role in determining whether or not Mp is norm-compact.
For example, let K be obtained by deleting from the closed unit disc a sequence of open subdiscs with disjoint closures which are centered on the positive real axis and whose centers and radii decrease to 0. The set E in this case consists of one point, the origin, and the set F is empty. If the origin is a peak point for R(K) (that is, if there is a $ in R(K) with 4>(0) = 1 and \<b(q)\ <1 for all qEK-{o}), then Theorem 1 implies that Mp is norm-compact for each p in K°. However, if 0 is not a peak point but is a regular point for the Dirichlet problem (as can happen; see the examples following Theorem 2), then Theorem 2 below implies that Mp is not norm-compact for any pEK°. Before stating and proving Theorem 2, however, it will be convenient to collect in the form of a lemma some information on representing measures; all the assertions of the lemma are valid for an arbitrary function algebra, when appropriately stated.
Lemma 2. Let K be a compact subset of Cand let p and q be distinct points of K which lie in the same Gleason part for R(K). Then Proof. The assertions of the lemma are all known with perhaps the exception of (iii); (ii) and (iii) are easy consequences of (i). Asser-
Theorem 2. Let K be a compact subset of C and suppose that dK has zero two-dimensional Lebesque measure. Suppose that Mp is normcompact for each pEK°. Then each point in dK which is regular for the Dirichlet problem is a peak point for R(K) and there are at most countably many points in dK which are not peak points for R(K).
Proof. If K° is empty, then C(K) =R(K) and the conclusions are trivial; we may assume, therefore, that K°^0.
The proof for the case K°9^0 leans heavily on the following modification of a theorem of A. Browder, which appears in [ (ii) of Lemma 2. By Browder's Theorem and the assumption that dK has zero two-dimensional measure, each nonpeak point in dK lies in the same part for RiK) as some interior component. Since there are only countably many interior components, there can be at most countably many nonpeak points in dK.
Browder's Theorem is also used to prove the first assertion. Suppose that qEdK, q is regular for the Dirichlet problem, and q is not a peak point for RiK). q then lies in the same part for RiK) as some interior component and hence Mq, the set of representing measures on dK for evaluation at q on RiK), is norm-compact by (iii) of Lemma 2. By Browder's Theorem there is a sequence {z"} of points in K° with ||zn-g||->0 where || || denotes the norm of the linear functional on RiK), $-><£>(Zn) -<I>(g). The points z" and q are clearly in the same part for RiK) and hence by (i) of Lemma 2 there is a constant cn, 0<cn<l, such that c"tt(g)gw(zn)^(l/c")w(<z) for all u^O, u = Re(<!>), 4?ERiK). Since 11z" -q\| -»0 an easy computation shows that we may choose the c" so that cn->1. For each n there is a positive measure an on dK such that /4>daB=<I>(<2)-£"<!> (z"); note that 1-cn s^Oni{q}). Let un he harmonic measure on dK for z". Then pni{q}) = 0 and, since q is regular, {pn} converges in the weak-star topology to 8q, the point mass at q. Let /8"=a"-f-cnju"; then fdnEMq, /3"({g}) = l-c" and the j6Vs converge in the weak-star topology to 5,. However, |||8n -8q\\ ^2c" for each n, so that J|/3" -5^J[ -»-2 and hence no subsequence of the /3" can converge in norm to 5,. Q.E.D.
Theorem 2 allows us to construct counterexamples to Bishop's conjecture.
In the example cited prior to Lemma 2, if the center of the jth deleted disc is located at the point S^+P-' and its radius is 9~', then the origin is regular for the Dirichlet problem while it is not a peak point for RiK). See [4, p. 33] for the details.
It is possible, in fact, to construct a compact set K whose boundary has zero square Lebesgue measure and which contains a continuum of regular points, none of which is a peak point for RiK). Here is one such set.
Let {zy}/Li be a sequence of points within the unit disc with the property that Imzy=yy is positive for each j and each point of Acknowledgements.
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